In this paper, we define and study the hyper S-posets over an ordered semihypergroup in detail. We introduce the hyper version of a pseudoorder in a hyper S-poset, and give some related properties. In particular, we characterize the structure of factor hyper S-posets by pseudoorders. Furthermore, we introduce the concepts of order-congruences and strong order-congruences on a hyper S -poset A; and obtain the relationship between strong order-congruences and pseudoorders on A. We also characterize the (strong) order-congruences by the -chains, where is a (strong) congruence on A. Moreover, we give a method of constructing order-congruences, and prove that every hyper S -subposet B of a hyper S -poset A is a congruence class of one order-congruence on A if and only if B is convex. In the sequel, we give some homomorphism theorems of hyper S-posets, which are generalizations of similar results in S -posets and ordered semigroups.
Introduction and preliminaries
It is well known that S-acts (also called S-systems) play an important role not only in studying properties of semigroups or monoids but also in other mathematical areas, such as graph theory and algebraic automata theory, for example, see [18, 22] . For a semigroup .S; /; a (right) S-act (or S-system) is a nonempty set A together with a mapping A S ! A sending .a; s/ to as such that .as/t D a.st / for all s; t 2 S and a 2 A. Further, for an ordered semigroup .S; ; Ä S /; a right S-poset A S is a right S-act A equipped with a partial order Ä A and, in addition, for all s; t 2 S and a; b 2 A; if s Ä S t then as Ä A at; and if a Ä A b then as Ä A bs. Left S-posets are defined analogously. During recent years a number of articles on S -posets theory have appeared, for example see [3, 19, 21, 26, 27, 33] . Also see [2] for an overview.
On the other hand, algebraic hyperstructures, particularly hypergroups, were introduced by Marty [23] in 1934. Later on, algebraic hyperstructures have been intensively studied, both from the theoretical point of view and especially for their applications in other fields (see [6, 7] ). One of the main reason which attracts researches towards algebraic hyperstructures is its unique property that in algebraic hyperstructures composition of two elements is a set, while in classical algebraic structures the composition of two elements is an element. Thus algebraic hyperstructures are a suitable generalization of classical algebraic structures. The study on the theory of semihypergroups is one of the most active subjects in algebraic hyperstructure theory. Nowadays, many researchers studied different aspects of semihypergroups, for instance, Anvariyeh et al. [1] , Chaopraknoi and Triphop [5] , Davvaz [8] , Hila et al. [14] , Leoreanu [20] and Salvo et al. [25] , also see [11, 24] . A theory of hyperstructures on ordered semigroups has been recently developed. In [13] , Heidari and Davvaz applied the theory of hyperstructures to ordered semigroups and introduced the concept of ordered semihypergroups, which is a generalization of the concept of ordered semigroups. Since then many papers on ordered semihypergroups have been published, for instance, see [4, 9, 12, 28] . Our aim in this paper is to introduce a special type of hyperstructure, namely hyper S -posets, and study the properties of hyper S-posets over ordered semihypergroups. In particular, we define and discuss the order-congruences and strongly order-congruences of hyper S-posets, and give some homomorphism theorems of hyper S-posets by pseudoorders.
In the rest of this section, We recall the basic terms and definitions from the hyperstructure theory. Definition 1.1. A hypergroupoid .S; ı/ is a nonempty set S together with a hyperoperation, that is a map ı W S S ! P ? .S /; where P ? .S / denotes the set of all the nonempty subsets of S. The image of the pair .x; y/ is denoted by x ı y. Definition 1.2. A hypergroupoid .S; ı/ is called a semihypergroup if the hyperoperation " ı " is associative, that is, for all x; y; z 2 S; .x ı y/ ı z D x ı .y ı z/; which means that Generally, the singleton fxg is identified by its element x. Definition 1.
3. An algebraic hyperstructure .S; ı; Ä/ is called an ordered semihypergroup (also called posemihypergroup in [13] ) if .S; ı/ is a semihypergroup and .S; Ä/ is a partially ordered set such that: for any x; y; a 2 S; x Ä y implies a ı x Ä a ı y and x ı a Ä y ı a. Here, if A; B 2 P .S /; then we say that A Ä B if for every a 2 A there exists b 2 B such that a Ä b.
Clearly, every ordered semigroup can be regarded as an ordered semihypergroup, for instance, see [28] . If A is both a left and a right hyperideal of S; then it is called a (two-sided) hyperideal of S For more information on hyperstructure theory, ordered semigroup theory and the properties of S -acts, the reader is referred to [7] , [30] and [22] , correspondingly.
Hyper S -acts over semihypergroups
In order to study the hyper S -posets over ordered semihypergroups in detail, in this section we first discuss the properties of hyper S -acts over semihypergroups. In particular, we investigate the congruences and strong congruences of hyper S-acts over semihypergroups. We now recall the notion of hyper S-acts over semihypergroups from [10] . 
then we call A a right hyper S-act (also called right S -hypersystem in [10] ), denoted by A H ; or briefly A. Left hyper S-acts are defined analogously, and in this paper we will often use the term hyper S -act to mean right hyper S -act. Remark 2.2. Every S-act over a semigroup can be regarded as a hyper S-act over a semihypergroup. In fact, if A is an S-act over a semigroup .S; /; the hyperoperation " ı " on S and the hyper S-action " " on A are defined respectively as s ı t WD fstg; a s WD fasg; for any a 2 A; s; t 2 S; then, clearly, A is a hyper S-act over a semihypergroup .S; ı/. Definition 2.3. Let A be a hyper S -act over a semihypergroup .S; ı/ and B a nonempty subset of A. B is called a hyper S-subact of A if B is closed under the hyper S-action on A; i.e., b s Â B for any b 2 B; s 2 S.
Clearly, for any a 2 A; a S is a hyper S -subact of A; called cyclic hyper S -subact.
Let A be a hyper S -act over a semihypergroup .S; ı/ and an equivalence relation on A. If B and C are both nonempty subsets of A; then we write B C to denote that for every b 2 B; there exists c 2 C such that b c and for every c 2 C; there exists b 2 B such that b c. We write B C if for every b 2 B and for every c 2 C; we have b c. The equivalence relation is called congruence if for every .x; y/ 2 A A; the implication x y ) x s y s; for all s 2 S; is valid. is called strong congruence if for every .x; y/ 2 A A; from x y, it follows that x s y s for all s 2 S. We denote by C.A/ (resp. S C.A/) the set of all congruences (resp. strong congruences) on a hyper S-act A.
Remark 2.4. The set C.A/ of all congruences on a hyper S -act A is a complete lattice with respect to the intersection of set-theoretic and the union (also is called transitive product) defined as follows:
It is worth pointing out that the equality relation 1 A and the universal relation A A on A are the minimum element and greatest element of C.A/, respectively. Theorem 2.5. Let A be a hyper S-act over a semihypergroup .S; ı/ and an equivalence relation on A. Then .1/ If is a congruence, then A= is a hyper S-act with respect to the following hyper S-action: .a/ ˝s D S x2a s .x/ ; and it is called a factor hyper S -act.
.2/ If is a strong congruence, then A= is a hyper S-act with respect to the following (hyper) S -action: .a/ ˝s D .x/ for all x 2 a s; and it is called a factor hyper S -act. In particular, if S is a semigroup and the operation on S is defined by s ı t WD fstg for all s; t 2 S; then A= is an S-act. 
Thus A= is a hyper S-act over S.
(2) The proof is similar to that of (1), and hence we omit the details.
Let A be a hyper S-act over a semihypergroup .S; ı/ and B a hyper S-subact of A. The relation B on S is defined as follows:
B WD f.x; y/ 2 AnB AnB j x D yg [ .B B/: Clearly, B is an equivalence relation on A. Moreover, we have the following lemma. Theorem 2.6. Let A be a hyper S-act over a semihypergroup .S; ı/ and B a hyper S-subact of A. Then B is a congruence on A and it is called Rees congruence induced by B.
Proof. Let x; y 2 A and x B y. Then x D y 2 AnB or x; y 2 B. We consider the following cases: Case 
Hyper S -posets over ordered semihypergroups
In this section we shall introduce the concept of hyper S -posets over an ordered semihypergroup, and study the properties of hyper S -posets. In particular, we define and discuss the pseudoorders on hyper S -posets. f .x/ (resp. f .a/˘s D f .x/; 8x 2 a s), for all a 2 A; s 2 S. f is called isomorphism (resp. strong isomorphism) if it is homomorphism (resp. strong homomorphism), onto and reverse isotone. The hyper S -posets A and B are called strongly isomorphic, in symbol A Š B; if there exists a strong isomorphism between them.
Remark 3.4.
(1) Suppose that .A; Ä A / and .B; Ä B / are two hyper S-posets over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/. If f is a strong homomorphism and reverse isotone mapping from A to B; then A Š I m.f /. (2) The class of right hyper S-posets and homomorphisms forms a category that we denote by HPOS-S. As usual, the monomorphisms of HPOS -S are exactly the injective homomorphisms.
By Definition 3.1, we can see that the congruences and strong congruences on hyper S -posets can be defined exactly as in the case of hyper S-acts. Thus it is unnecessary to repeat the concepts of congruences and strong congruences on hyper S -posets. Let A be a hyper S -act and a (strong) congruence on A. Then, by Theorem 2.5, the set A= WD f.a/ j a 2 Ag is a hyper S -act and the hyper S -action on A= is defined via the hyper S -action on A. The following question is natural: If .A; Ä A / is a hyper S-poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/ and a (strong) congruence on A; then is the set A= a hyper S -poset? A probable order on A= could be the relation " " on A= defined by means of the order " Ä A " on A; that is WD f..x/ ; .y/ / 2 A= A= j .x; y/ 2Ä A g: But this relation is not an order, in general. We illustrate it by the following example.
Example 3.5. We consider a set S WD fa; b; c; d; eg with the following hyperoperation " ı " and the order " Ä ": 
Then .S; ı; Ä/ is an ordered semihypergroup. We now consider the partially ordered set A D fc; d; eg defined by the order below:
.e; e/; .d; e/; .d; c/; .e; c/:
We give the covering relation " A " and the figure of A.
A D f.d; e/; .e; c/g. The following question arises: Is there a (strong) congruence on A for which A= is a hyper S -poset? To solve the above question, we first introduce the following definition. Note that an ordered semihypergroup S is a hyper S -poset with respect to the hyperoperation of S. Thus Definition 3.6 is a generalization of Definition 4.1 in [9] . For a similar definition about pseudoorders in ordered semigroups we refer the readers to Definition 1 in [16] . Thus, for every x 2 a s and y 2 b s; we have x y and y x: It implies that x y: Hence a s b s: Therefore, is indeed a strong congruence on A: By Theorem 2.5, A= is a hyper S-act over S: Now, we define a relation on A= as follows:
Then .A= ; / is a poset. Indeed, suppose that .x/ 2 A= ; where x 2 A: Then .x; x/ 2Ä A Â : Hence, .x/ .x/ : Let .x/ .y/ and .y/ .x/ : Then x y and y x: Thus x y; and we have .x/ D .y/ : Now, if .x/ .y/ and .y/ .z/ ; then x y and y z: Hence x z; and we conclude that .x/ .z/ : Furthermore, let .x/ ; .y/ 2 A= ; .x/ .y/ and s 2 S: Then x y: By hypothesis and Definition 3.6, x s y s: Thus, for any a 2 x s and b 2 y s; we have a b: This implies that .a/ .b/ : Hence we have
where the hyper S-action "˝" on A= is exactly that defined in Theorem 2.5. Moreover, let s; t 2 S; s Ä t and .a/ 2 A= : Then, similarly as discussed above, we have .a/ ˝s .a/ ˝t: Therefore, A= is a hyper S -poset over S: Example 3.8. We consider a set S WD fa; b; c; d; eg with the following hyperoperation " ı " and the order " Ä ": 
Then .S; ı; Ä/ is an ordered semihypergroup (see [9] ). We now consider the partially ordered set A D fa; d; eg defined by the order below: Theorem 3.9. Let .A; Ä A / be a hyper S-poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/ and a pseudoorder on A. Let A WD fÂ j Â is a pseudoorder on A such that Â Âg:
Let B be the set of all pseudoorders on A= : Then, card.A/ = card.B/.
Proof. For Â 2 A; we define a relation Â 0 on A= as follows:
First, we claim that Â 0 is a pseudoorder on A= : To prove our claim, let ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 : Then, by Theorem 3.7, .x; y/ 2 Â Â; which implies that ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 Â 0 : Thus, : This implies that .x; y/ 2 Â 2 : Thus, Â 1 Â Â 2 : Similarly, we obtain Â 2 Â Â 1 : (3) f is onto. In fact, let ı 2 B: We define a relation Â on A as follows:
We show that Â is a pseudoorder on A and Â Â: Assume that .x; y/ 2 : Then, by Theorem 3.7, ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 Â ı; and thus .x; y/ 2 Â: This implies that Â Â: If .x; y/ 2Ä A ; then .x; y/ 2 Â Â: Hence, Ä A Â Â: Let now .x; y/ 2 Â and .y; z/ 2 Â: Then ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 ı and ..y/ ; .z/ / 2 ı: Hence ..x/ ; .z/ / 2 ı; which implies that .x; z/ 2 Â: Furthermore, let .x; y/ 2 Â and s 2 S: Then ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 ı and s 2 S: Since ı is a pseudoorder on A= ; we have .x/ ˝s ı .y/ ˝s; i.e., S By the proof of Theorem 3.9, we immediately obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 3.10. Let .A; Ä A / be a hyper S-poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/, ; Â be pseudoorders on A such that Â Â: We define a relation Â= on A= as follows:
Then Â= is a pseudoorder on A= :
(Strong) order-congruences on hyper S -posets
In the above section, we have illustrated that for a (strong) congruence on a hyper S-poset A the factor hyper S -act A= is not necessarily a hyper S-poset, in general. To characterize the structure of hyper S-posets in detail, in this section we shall define and study the order-congruences and strong order-congruences on a hyper S -poset.
Definition 4.1. Let .A; Ä A / be a hyper S -poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/: A congruence (resp. strong congruence) is called an order-congruence (resp. a strong order-congruence) if there exists an order relation " " on A= such that: .1/ .A= ; / is a hyper S -poset, where the S-hyperaction "˝" on A= is defined as one in Theorem 2.5. .2/ The canonical epimorphism ' W A ! A= ; x 7 ! .x/ is isotone, that is, ' is a homomorphism (resp. strong homomorphism) from A onto A= :
It is clear that the equality relation 1 A and the universal relation A A on A are both order-congruences, but 1 A is not a strong order-congruence on A: In general, a strong order-congruence example is given as follows:
Example 4.2. We consider the ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/ and the hyper S-poset .A; Ä A / over S in Example 3.5. Let be a strong congruence on A defined as follows:
WD f..c; c/; .d; d /; .e; e/; .c; e/; .e; c/g:
Then S= D ffc; eg; fd gg: Moreover, is a strong order-congruence on A: In fact, we define an order on A= as follows:
WD f.fd g; fd g/; .fc; eg; fc; eg/; .fd g; fc; eg/g: Then .A= ; / is a hyper S-poset and the mapping ' W A ! A= ; x 7 ! .x/ is isotone. Hence is a strong order-congruence on A: Proposition 4.3. Let .A; Ä A / be a hyper S-poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/ and a pseudoorder on A: Then is a strong order-congruence on A; where D \ 1 :
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, .A= ; / is a hyper S-poset over S; where the order relation is defined as follows:
WD f..x/ ; .y/ / 2 A= A= j .x; y/ 2 g: Also, let x; y 2 A and x Ä A y: Then, since is a pseudoorder on A; .x; y/ 2Ä A Â : Thus ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 ; i.e., .x/ .y/ : Therefore, is a strong order-congruence on A:
In order to establish the relationship between strong order-congruences and pseudoorders on a hyper S-poset, the following lemma is essential. Then .x; y/ 2 ! ker' D ; and thus a s b s: Therefore, is a pseudoorder on A: homomorphism ' W A ! B such that D ! ker': Then we have
. 
Theorem 4.7. Let be a strong order-congruence on a hyper S-poset .A; Ä A /: Then the least pseudoorder containing is the transitive closure of relations Ä A ı (resp. ı Ä A /, that is,
where Z C denotes the set of positive integers. Thus .a; c/ 2 .Ä A ı / mCn Â 1 ; i.e., 1 is transitive.
(3) Let .a; b/ 2 1 and s 2 S: Then there exists n 2 Z C such that .a; b/ 2 .Ä A ı / n ; that is, there exist a 1 ; b 1 ; a 2 ; b 2 ; : : : ; a n 2 A such that
Since .A; Ä A / is a hyper S-poset and 2 S C.A/; we have
Then, for any x 2 a s; y 2 b s; there exist x i 2 a i s .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/; y j 2 b j s .j D 1; 2; : : : ; n 1/ such that
It thus implies that .x; y/ 2 .Ä A ı / n Â 1 ; and we obtain that a s 1 b s:
Furthermore, since is transitive, and Â ; Ä A Â , we have
.Ä A ı / n Â : Thus, by hypothesis,
.Ä A ı / n . In the same way, we can verify that
In the following, we shall give some characterizations of (strong) order-congruences on hyper S -posets. In order to obtain the main results, we first introduce the following concept.
Definition 4.8. Let .A; Ä A / be a hyper S-poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/ and an equivalence relation on A: A finite sequence of the form .x; a 1 ; b 1 ; a 2 ; b 2 ; : : : ; a n 1 ; b n 1 ; a n ; y/ of elements in A is called a -chain if .1/ .a 1 ; b 1 / 2 ; .a 2 ; b 2 / 2 ; : : : ; .a n 1 ; b n 1 / 2 ; .a n ; y/ 2 I .2/ x Ä A a 1 ; b 1 Ä A a 2 ; b 2 Ä A a 3 ; : : : ; b n 2 Ä A a n 1 ; b n 1 Ä A a n : Briefly we write
The number n is called the length, x and y initial and terminal elements, respectively, of the -chain. A -chain is called close if its initial and terminal elements are equal, i.e. x D y:
We denote by C xy the set of all -chains with x as the initial and y as the terminal elements in the sequel.
Lemma 4.9. Let .A; Ä A / be a hyper S -poset over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/ and 2 C.A/: Then the following statements are true: .1/ .x; y/ 2 .Ä A ı / n if and only if there exists a -chain with length n in C xy ; i.e., C xy ¤ ;:
.2/ For any s 2 S; if C xy ¤ ; for some x; y 2 A; then for every u 2 x s; there exists v 2 y s such that C uv ¤ ;:
Proof. (1) The proof is straightforward by Definition 4.8, we omit it.
(2) Let .x; a 1 ; b 1 ; a 2 ; b 2 ; : : : ; a n ; y/ 2 C xy and s 2 S: Then
Since .A; Ä A / is a hyper S-poset and 2 C.A/; we have
Then, for any u 2 x ı s; there exist x i 2 a i s .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/; y j 2 b j s .j D 1; 2; : : : ; n 1/; v 2 y s such that
It thus implies that .u; x 1 ; y 1 ; x 2 ; y 2 ; : : : ; x n ; v/ 2 C uv ; i.e., C uv ¤ ;: ; for some x; y 2 A; then, for any s 2 S; we have C uv ¤ ; for every u 2 x s; v 2 y s:
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.9 with a slight modification. .z; k/ 2 ; we have
which implies that .y; z/ 2 .Ä A ı / nC2 . By Lemma 4.9(1), we have C yz 6 D ;:
.(H/. Similar to the proof of necessity, we omit it.
Now we shall give a characterization of order-congruences on a hyper S-poset. Proof. Let be an order-congruence on A: Then there exists an order on the factor hyper S-act A= such that .A= ; / is a hyper S-poset over S and ' W A ! A= is a homomorphism. For any x 2 A; and every close -chain .x; a 1 ; b 1 ; : : : ; a n ; x/ in C xx , we have
.a n /: Consequently, .x; a 1 ; b 1 ; : : : ; a n ; x/ is contained in a single -class.
Conversely, since is a congruence on A; by Theorem 2.5, A= is a hyper S-act. We define a relation " " on the factor hyper S -act A= as follows: 
(4) The mapping ' W A ! A= j x 7 ! .x/ is isotone. In fact, let x; y 2 A be such that x Ä A y: Then .x; y/ 2Ä A ı ; we have C xy 6 D ;; i.e. .x/ .y/ : Therefore, is an order-congruence on A:
Similarly, strong order-congruences on a hyper S-poset can be characterized as follows: 
Therefore, .A= B ; B / is a hyper S-poset over S: Furthermore, by the definition of B ; it can be shown that the canonical epimorphism ' W A ! A= B ; x 7 ! .x/ B is isotone. Thus B is an order-congruence on A: This completes the proof.
By the proof of the above theorem, we immediately obtain the following corollary: The following example shows that B ¦ 1 in general.
Example 4.20. We consider a set S WD fa; b; c; d g with the following hyperoperation " ı " and the order " Ä ": In the following we shall define and study the strong order-congruence generated by a strong congruence on a hyper S-poset. then is a pseudoorder on A: .2/ R is a relation on A defined as follows: .x; y 2 A/ .x; y/ 2 R " .x; y/ 2 and .y; x/ 2 : Then R is the strong order-congruence generated by on A:
Proof. (1) Let x; y 2 A be such that x Ä A y: Then there is a -chain from x to y: .x; y; y/; i.e., C xy ¤ ;: 
which is a -chain from x to z: Hence .x; z/ 2 and is transitive. Furthermore, let .x; y/ 2 and s 2 S: Then C xy ¤ ;: By Lemma 4.10, for every u 2 x s; v 2 y s; we have C uv ¤ ;; which implies that .u; v/ 2 : It thus follows that x s y s: Therefore, is a pseudoorder on A: (2) By (1), is a pseudoorder on A: Clearly, R D \ . / 1 : By Proposition 4.3, R is a strong ordercongruence on A: We claim that R is the strong order-congruence generated by on A: To prove our claim, let .x; y/ 2 : Since is a strong congruence on A; we have .y; x/ 2 : Consequently, .x; y/ 2 R : Hence Â R : Furthermore, suppose that Á is a strong order-congruence on A and Â Á: Then R Â Á: Indeed, let .x; y/ 2 R : Then .x; y/ 2 and .y; x/ 2 : By definition of ; there exist a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n ; b 1 ; b 2 ; : : : ; b n 1 ; c 1 ; c 2 ; : : : ; c m ; d 1 ; d 2 ; : : : ; d m 1 2 A such that
Since Á is a strong order-congruence on A; by Theorem 4.13 we can conclude that the closed Á-chain .x; a 1 ; b 1 ; a 2 ; b 2 ; : : : ; a n 1 ; b n 1 ; a n ; y; 
Homomorphism theorems of hyper S -posets
Homomorphism theorems of semigroups and S -acts based on congruences have been given in [15] and [22] , respectively. In cases of ordered semigroups and S -posets, pseudoorders play the role congruences which are "bigger" than the congruences, for example, see [17, 31, 32] . In the current section, we discuss homomorphism theorems of hyper S-posets by pseudoorders defined in Section 3.
Let be a pseudoorder on a hyper S-poset .A; Ä A /: Then, by Theorem 4.5, D \ 1 is a strong ordercongruence on A: We denote by ] the canonical epimorphism from A onto A= ; i.e., ] W A ! A= j x 7 ! .x/ ; which is a strong homomorphism. In the following, we give a homomorphism theorem of hyper S-posets by pseudoorders, which is a generalization of Theorem 12 in [32] . For a similar result about ordered semigroups we refer the readers to Theorem 1 in [17] . 
We claim that f is a unique strong homomorphism from A= to B: To prove our claim, let g be a strong homomorphism from A= to B such that ' D g ı ] : Then, for any .a/ 2 A= ; we have
Conversely, let be a pseudoorder on A; f W A= ! B is a strong homomorphism and ' D f ı ] : Then Â ! ker': Indeed, by hypothesis, we have Proof. Let f W A ! B be a . ; Â /-homomorphism and f W A= ! B=Â j .x/ 7 ! .f .x// Â : Then (1) f is well defined. In fact, let .x/ ; .y/ 2 A= be such that .x/ D .y/ : Then .x; y/ 2 Â : Since f is a . ; Â /-homomorphism, we have .f .x/; f .y// 2 Â: It implies that ..f .x// Â ; .f .y// Â / 2 Â : Similarly, since .y; x/ 2 ; we have ..f .y// Â ; .f .x// Â / 2 Â : Therefore, ..f .x// Â D .f .y// Â ; i.e., f ..x/ / D f ..y/ /:
(2) f is a strong homomorphism. Indeed, let .x/ 2 A= and s 2 S: Since f is a homomorphism, for any a 2 x s; we have f .a/ 2 f .x/˘s; where "˘" is the S-hyperaction on B: By Theorem 3. Hence f is isotone. Therefore, f is a strong homomorphism.
Lemma 5.7. Let .A; Ä A / and .B; Ä B / be two hyper S-posets over an ordered semihypergroup .S; ı; Ä/; ; Â be two pseudoorders on A and B; respectively, and the mapping f W A ! B a . ; Â /-homomorphism. We define a relation on the hyper S -poset .A= ; / denoted by f as follows:
f WD f..x/ ; .y/ / 2 A= A= j .f .x// Â Â .f .y// Â g:
Then f is a pseudoorder on A= :
Proof. Assume that ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 : By Lemma 5.6, f is a strong homomorphism. Then f ..x/ / Â f ..y/ /; i.e., .f .x// Â Â .f .y// Â : It implies that ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 f ; and thus Â f : Now, let ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 f and ..y/ ; .z/ / 2 f : Then .f .x// Â Â .f .y// Â and .f .y// Â Â .f .z// Â : Thus, by the transitivity of Â ; .f .x// Â Â .f .z// Â : This implies that ..x/ ; .z/ / 2 f : Moreover, let ..x/ ; .y/ / 2 f and s 2 S: Then .f .x// Â Â .f .y// Â : Since .B=Â; Â / is a hyper S-poset over S; it can be obtained that .f .x// Â˝Â s Â .f .y// Â˝Â s; that is, f ..x/ /˝Â s Â f ..y/ /˝Â s: Then, since f is a strong homomorphism, for every a 2 x s and for every b 2 y s; we have f ..a/ / Â f ..b/ /; which means that .f .a// Â Â .f .b// Â : Hence ..a/ ; .b/ / 2 f : It thus implies that .x/ ˝ s f .y/ ˝ s: Therefore, f is a pseudoorder on A= :
By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, we immediately obtain the following two corollaries. commutes. Conversely, if is a pseudoorder on A= for which there exists a strong homomorphism ' W .A= /= ! B=Â such that the above diagram commutes, then Â f :
Proof. The proof is straightforward by Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 and Theorem 5.1, and we omit the details.
